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This month’s Genome Watch highlights 
how deep sequencing technologies have  
vastly reduced the time and prior knowledge 
needed to generate viral genomes.

Deep sequencing technologies and state-
of-the-art bioinformatics techniques have 
revolutionized the way that RNA viruses, 
a notoriously variable group of patho-
gens, can be identified and characterized. 
Traditionally, specific information about the 
viral genome was required to design prim-
ers for the reverse transcription and ampli-
fication of viral RNA prior to sequencing. 
In addition, a reference genome was often 
used to assemble short read sequences into a 
complete genome. However, recent method-
ological advances have negated some of these 
prerequisites.

Gall et al.1 developed a method to generate 
full genomes of HIV-1. They designed a ‘pan-
HIV-1’ reverse transcription PCR primer 
set, based on sequences available in the Los 
Alamos HIV Sequence Database, that could 
give rise to four overlapping amplicons from 
any HIV-1 virus. The addition of multiplex 
identifier (MID) adaptors (tags that enable 
the source of each read to be identified) meant 
that many samples could be sequenced simul-
taneously on deep sequencing platforms. 
By using de novo assembly of short reads, 
the authors showed that this method could 
generate full genomes for viruses within 
all four major HIV-1 genetic groups. This 
shows the potential of deep sequencing 
for high-throughput studies involving 
HIV-1 genomes with a broad range of 
sequence diversity.

The high mutation rate of HIV-1 
means that an infected individual 
can be host to many viral genome 
variants. Some of these can con-
fer drug resistance, which in 
HIV-1 can involve mutations 

in different genes along the whole genome. 
The protocol described above offers a read 
depth that would allow the detection of low-
frequency genotypes, facilitating the analysis 
of rare mutations associated with drug resist-
ance, unlike capillary sequencing, which offers 
low read coverage.

Even when almost nothing is known about 
the agent of a viral infection, deep sequenc-
ing technologies can identify a pathogen and 
produce the full genome, fast. In 2012, a 
Saudi Arabian patient was admitted to hos-
pital suffering from acute severe pneumonia 
of unknown cause. Preliminary diagnostics 
indicated that he was infected by a coron avirus 
(CoV), a single-stranded RNA virus that can 
infect many species, with bats being an impor-
tant zoonotic reservoir. Six CoV species have 
been detected in humans, although only one 
was known to cause severe disease: severe 
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)-CoV.

When SARS-CoV began infecting people  
in 2002, it took a large team to generate  
a full genome by capillary sequencing. 
First, primers were designed for conserved 
regions of known CoV species, followed 
by further primer design as the sequence 
of SARS-CoV was generated. By contrast, 
in 2012 Van Boheemen et al.2 used ran-
dom priming to amplify viral RNA isolated  
from the Saudi Arabian patient, and then 
deep-sequenced the genome. Using a mas-
sively parallel approach, whereby all the 
randomly amplified template DNA was 

sequenced simultaneously on one plate, 
the team pieced together 90% of the 

genome in a single run, with an 
average read depth of 1,006-fold. 

Primers could then easily be designed 
to fill in small gaps by capillary 

sequencing; the whole process 
took just a few days.

Knowing the sequence 
of the whole genome  

enabled the authors to further characterize 
this new virus, named human CoV (HCoV)-
EMC2012. Phylogenetic analysis was car-
ried out on sequence alignments of genome 
portions, including those encoding the rep-
licase and other structural proteins, and this 
revealed that the virus was a novel CoV. The 
authors showed that HCoV-EMC2012 is most 
closely related to two members of the C lineage  
of betacoronaviruses: bat CoV  HKU4 and  
bat CoV  HKU5. However, the conserved  
synteny between HCoV-EMC2012 and these 
two bat CoV isolates is well below the 90% 
threshold for members of the same species. 
More recently, Annan et al.3 screened faecal  
samples from >4,000 bats across Africa and 
Europe, with the hope of finding viruses 
related to HCoV-EMC2012. Sequencing facili-
tated the detection of betacoronaviruses in 
25% and 15% of tested Nycteris and Pipistrellus 
bats, respectively. Phylogenetic analysis of 
these viruses indicated that HCoV-EMC2012 
originated from bats.

Fast, whole-genome sequencing of viruses 
is important for improved diagnostics, accu-
rate geographical mapping of viral spread, and 
drug treatments. As sequencing technolo-
gies continue to improve, so will the value of 
whole-genome sequencing to both clinical 
and basic virology research.
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